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John Coutis is a remarkable Australian who was born with a severe physical 
disability in which doctors gave him little chance of survival. John has not only 
defied medical opinion, he has thrived and is acknowledged as one of the 
world’s most inspirational speakers.

Without the lower part of his body, John embraces a full and positive life. He 
rolls around on his custom skateboard and uses humour to communicate 
some of life’s most important lessons.

John has delivered his inspirational message to over 6 million people 
around the world, speaking at events to complement former US 
President Bill Clinton, global entrepreneur Richard Branson, former 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair and the late Steven Covey and 
former South African President Nelson Mandela.

John recently spoke at every location of the National Young 
Leaders Day, prompting many schools to enquire whether 
John would be able to visit their school to speak to 
students, teachers, parents and community members. 

JOHN COUTIS
UPCOMING TOUR OF SCHOOLS 

TO INSPIRE STUDENTS

TO FIND OUT MORE EMAIL SPEAKERS@HALOGEN.ORG.AU

HALOGEN AUSTRALIA IS PARTNERING WITH JOHN 
COUTIS TO COORDINATE A TOUR IN AUGUST AND 
SEPTEMBER FOR SCHOOLS IN AUSTRALIA AND 
NEW ZEALAND. ADDITIONAL DATES ARE ALSO 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
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STRATEGIES FOR 
STUDENT LEADERS TO 
TRANSFORM EVENT 
PARTICIPATION

Do you wish that more students would get involved in the events that are organised at your school? If so, it’s a pretty 
common problem and you are not alone! Unfortunately, like many leadership challenges, it’s not something that can 
be fixed overnight. The good news is there are strategies that you can put in place to begin transforming the levels of 
involvement and we have shared some of these below.

1) CREATE LAYERS OF INVOLVEMENT

Sometimes student leaders organise a basketball 
competition at lunchtime and then wonder why very few 
students sign up to get involved. There is usually a simple 
reason for this... it’s only appealing to students that are 
good at basketball! In this example there is only one layer 
of involvement. Extra layers might mean having music 
students perform the national anthem, creative students 
constructing a trophy, or a variety of students involved 
in promotion, cheer squads, writing articles and judging 
awards for best players… the possibilities are endless. 

A good example is the ‘Spirit Week’ event organised by the 
prefects at Macarthur Girls High School. When organising 
a competition to see which year level had the best school 
spirit, they went far beyond organising a simple cheering 
competition. Their week of lunchtime events incorporated 
many layers such as a Family Feud quiz, an art competition, 
a riff-off and a broad talent show. With so many layers, there 
were different ways for students with different hobbies and 
different personalities to all participate
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2) MAKE REQUESTS PERSONALISED

Some students don’t participate because they feel like 
nobody has actually asked them! They have seen posters 
and heard general assembly announcements, but it’s 
often just too easy to ignore those things. This strategy is 
all about personally asking students to be involved, and 
this only works if leaders have put time and effort into 
getting to know them.

For example, instead of a leader announcing “we need 
more students to be involved in the 50 metre freestyle 
race” the leader would go up to a group of students they 
have grown to know personally and say “I really need 
three of you to be in the 50 metre freestyle race. If you go 
in it together it will be fun, who’s in?”

3) GIVE STUDENTS OWNERSHIP OF 
THE EVENT

Student leaders are often excited about their plans for 
upcoming activities, but is the rest of the student body 
also excited? Often the broader student body thinks that 
their student leaders operate in their own little separate 
world. This means that when leaders call on their peers to 
be involved, students are reluctant and feel disconnected 
from the activity. Some quick tips for building ownership 
include:

• Link events to your house system
• Make things competitive (not over the 

top - but competitive)
• Get event ideas directly from students

4) ENSURE THE BENEFITS ARE CLEAR

Too often students are asked to donate money without 
really knowing where the money is going. Similarly, 
students are invited to give up their time without really 
knowing what the benefit is. The role of leaders is to 
create a clear and compelling case to their peers every 
time they invite students to be involved. 

The student leaders at St Margaret’s College in Queensland 
recently raised over $43,000 for cancer research. On top 
of this, 67 of the female students cut off their ponytails for 
the hair to be turned into wigs for people suffering from 
cancer treatment. Participating in this project required a 
big commitment, yet so many students became involved. 
The key strategy was that the leaders focused on 
highlighting to their peers how significant and meaningful 
their financial (and ponytail) donation could be in joining 
the fight to cure cancer.  
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Leadership Masterclass with 
CPA Australia
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The student leaders at Moriah College, Sydney, were recently awarded the leadership experience of a lifetime when they 
undertook a closed door Leadership Masterclass with CPA Australia, one of the world’s largest accounting bodies.

The masterclass was part of a prize awarded to Moriah College, whose student 
leadership team won the 2017 ATLAS Award (Australia’s 
Team Leadership Award for Students) which is a 
partnership between CPA and Halogen Australia. CPA 
professionals are recognised for their depth, breadth 
and quality of service, with these trademarks built into 
the masterclass that CPA organised for the 17 Moriah 
students at the impressive CPA training facility in The 
Rocks, Sydney.  

The masterclass included workshops such as Personal 
Branding, Presentation Skills and Networking with Impact. 
Sessions were hosted by Anthony Matis, CPA General 
Manager Education, and other CPA executives. Pictured 
in the photo are the Moriah students, members of their 
school executive, CPA’s Anthony Matis (rear) and Halogen 
Australia’s Gemma Knight (front). 



Leadership on an
ocean adventure

Simona Rocca from Perth WA won a prize at the Halogen National Young Leaders Day to set sail on a week-long Leeuwin 

voyage aboard the STS Leeuwin II. The 15 year old Mercedes College student was involved in all aspects of onboard 

activities including setting and furling the sails, taking the helm and climbing the masts.

Simona talks about what she gained from the life-changing experience. “On the day of departure I was feeling intimidated 

and scared. Not only was the ship completely different and bigger than what I imagined, I was also surrounded by 40 

strangers. After being on the ship for an hour, I realised that Leeuwin is a safe place where everyone has similar and 

genuine intentions and that there was no pressure to be anyone but yourself”.

“The thing that I will take away from my experience is the different aspects involved in being a leader. The leaders on the 

ship and my fellow participants each demonstrated leadership in many different ways and I hope to learn from each of 

them. The Leeuwin was truly memorable and I would do it again in a heartbeat,” said Simona. 

Leeuwin Ocean Adventure is an award winning provider of personal development and leadership programs that provide 

key life skills for young people aged 14-25. Since 1986, the Leeuwin has provided exciting and life-changing programs to 

more than 40,000 young people across Australia.
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5 Leadership Lessons 
from Matt Cosgrove

Matt Cosgrove, best selling author with Scholastic Australia, recently shared valuable leadership lessons with students 
at the National Young Leaders Day. Drawing on his experience as a writer and illustrator, Matt highlighted 5 leadership 
lessons that any student can apply in many different contexts.  

Matt has published dozens and dozens of books, including a new series of ‘Fairy Tales’ which he calls ‘Epic Fail Tales’. 
This series highlights the creative and quirky approach Matt takes. For example, he has transformed the well-known ‘Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarfs’ into a new book ‘Snow Man and the Seven Ninjas’. The new storyline is about a bored young 
boy with a naughty streak, an artistic bent, unlimited stationary supplies, too much time on his hands and an all-consuming 
desire to annoy his sister. In his Epic Fail Tales Matt promises no sloppy kissing, no handsome princes, no happily ever 
after.

Here are the 5 leadership lessons Matt has identified from his own journey:

1. PERCEPTION IS EVERYTHING – STAY 
POSITIVE

Matt admits to having an intense fear of public speaking. He 
became a children’s author because he loves to write and 
loves to draw. He later realised that to be a successful author 
there are occasions when he is required to speak to crowds of 
people. Even though he is still terrified of standing on stage, 
he stays positive and views it differently. Instead of fearing the 
embarrassment that might come with public speaking, Matt 
embraces each occasion as an opportunity to encourage others 
to keep writing, keep drawing and keep reading. When he thinks 
of it this way, it is easier to stay positive.   
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2. FIND YOUR PASSION – AND PRACTICE

Matt claims to be terrible at maths and dreadful at sport. 
However, he discovered that he loved drawing when he was 
only three years old. During his primary school years he would 
create his own books at home, using exercise books, and he 
would think up weird and wacky storylines. Whenever possible, 
he would enter his books into competitions and he began to 
win a few prizes. At high school he chose every English and art 
subject that he was allowed to, knowing that all of these things 
were giving him the practice he needed to eventually become a 
published author.   



3. PEOPLE ARE IMPORTANT

Often people ask authors how they got their 
first big break. Matt explains that often it takes 
meeting the right person at the right time, 
which was the case for him too. In fact, a 
school friend had a second cousin who 
was an illustrator, and after arranging to 
meet them Matt was fortunate to then 
be put in contact with their publisher. 
Even with this good fortune, Matt talks 
of the importance of being mindful of the 
people around you, as people are massive assets 
to each other. “If you have people around you that support 
and encourage you, then things can happen. Having a community 
and a network is really important. People power is definitely real” says Matt. 
“Nobody does anything just by themselves. Working together you can achieve more.”

5. THE POWER OF IMAGINATION

Matt says that for him, imagination is everything! Imagine that chocolate is a health food, imagine that our eyeballs are on 
our fingers, imagine that kids were paid proper salaries just for being a kid! Imagination is what makes new possibilities a 
reality. 

Matt highlights that if it’s possible to change the storyline of traditional fairy tales, then it’s possible to change other 
traditional beliefs in society. “Just because something has been the same for years, or even centuries, it doesn’t mean 
that it needs to stay that way” says Matt. “The stories of bullying EPIDEMICS in schools can be changed into bullying 
DISSAPEARING in schools. The stories of refugees being DETAINED can be changed into refugees being WELCOMED. 
The stories of women earning LESS than men can be changed into women earning the SAME as men.” These are just 
some of the things that leaders can achieve. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT MATT COSGROVE 
AND HIS BOOKS USE THE 
LINKS PROVIDED ON 
THIS PAGE

4. BE PERSISTENT

Matt talks about the difficulty that a leader faces when ‘the dream’ doesn’t turn out exactly like they thought it would. For 
Matt, he was grateful for the opportunity to publish books, but the first 10 books he was asked to create weren’t the kind 
that he had been dreaming about. With persistence, he was able to get to the point where things started to change. Matt 
still encounters occasions when his ideas are rejected, and on these occasions, he claims to remind himself that famous 
author Mem Fox was rejected nine times before a publisher agreed to proceed with the book ‘Possum Magic’.   



latest ideas 
in action

1. crowdfunding
Crowdfunding is becoming popular, and can be a wonderful tool for 
leaders. As the name suggests, this is all about a crowd of people 
contributing small amounts of money to fund worthwhile causes. 
Pictured is Maverick Garaicoa, who is only 12 years old, but is 
already being recognised as an influential young philanthropist.

After Cyclone Debbie hit Queensland, Maverick used online 
crowdfunding to raise funds to donate books to the affected 
region. After raising enough money to donate a book to every 
student at Mackay Central State School, Maverick travelled to 
Mackay to present his donation.

Assisting Maverick was the SchoolAid Trust who has KATs 
(Kids Ambassador Teams) being rolled out nationally “helping 
young people change their world” with rich project based 
experiences. The SchoolAid Trust has created a special 
online platform to make crowdfunding simple for schools 
and young leaders. 

For more information visit www.schoolaidtrust.com

The Colour Run

2.  colour run

Alkira Secondary College recently held their annual cross country event, but this year there was a twist. The student 
leaders noticed that in past years participation numbers had dropped, so they began discussing strategies to include more 
students in the event.

“We knew we had people who love to run and others who aren’t big fans of running” said Teisha Walker, one of the College 
Captains. “We asked a few students what they would like to see at this year’s cross country. We then come up with the 
idea of a colour run.”
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The Colour Run

The colour run concept is becoming increasingly popular, with runners being covered in powdered paint as they pass 
through various sections of the running course. “We ran the colour run by year levels like we would for a normal cross 
country and we had staff members and students helping throw the colour at stations around the track” Teisha explained. 

So how did this improve the overall event? Teisha was able to report that “We had the best attendance we have ever had 
at a cross country.  It was such an awesome day”.

3. silent discos
Everyone is trying to think of that ‘extra something’ to make an event unique. One of 

the most unique twists on the ever popular ‘disco’ is the concept of a ‘silent disco,’ now 
being embraced by many schools. Silent discos are becoming popular for fundraisers, 

incursions, teambuilding, student socials and even physical education sessions. 

The person who has brought silent discos to life in Australia is Paul Rosenberg, whose job title is 
‘Director of Fun’ at Party Higher. When describing how a silent disco works Paul explains “children 

are provided wireless headphones and taken through a series of games, activities, and dances all under 
disco lights, lasers and special effects.” 

A silent disco is more than just music. It involves the DJ hosting an all-round experience as they talk to the 
dancers through the headphones and create an atmosphere of interaction and excitement, despite the appearance 

of silence to onlookers.   

Paul’s team recently ran silent discos during break times at each of the National Young Leaders Days around Australia, 
often for several hundred students at a time. They offer an affordable and flexible service throughout Australia and as 
Paul says, “Children will bop away, singing, and smiling from ear to ear.” 

For more information visit: www.partyhigher.com.au 

latest ideas in action
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP NEWS 

PODCAST
THE LATEST NEWS, TIPS AND IDEAS TO HELP LEADERS IN 

PRIMARY SCHOOL, SECONDARY SCHOOL, AND TEACHERS WHO 
WORK WITH STUDENT LEADERS. A BUNCH OF SHORT SHARP 

SEGMENTS THAT GET STRAIGHT TO THE POINT!

NEW!!

EPISODES AVAILABLE ON ITUNES, FACEBOOK, YOUTUBE AND MOST 
PODCAST APPS. 

EACH EPISODE IS ONLY 10-15 MINUTES LONG. A GREAT SOURCE 
FOR REGULAR IDEAS AND A MANAGEABLE WAY FOR YOUR 

STUDENT LEADERS TO CONTINUALLY DEVELOP.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!


